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Listening Test 6
LISTENING TEST 6

This test has two parts

Time allowed: 20 minutes

PART A: In this part of the test, you will hear a general practitioner talking to
Joseph who has been suffering from some kind of pain in his back. You will hear the
consultation once only, in sections. As you listen, you must make notes about the
consultation under the headings given on the answer paper. Turn over now and look
quickly through Part A. You have one minute to do this.

You must give as much relevant information as you can under each of the headings
provided. You may write as you listen, and there will be pauses during the
consultation for you to complete your notes under the relevant headings, and to
read the following heading. There will also be two minutes at the end of the test for
you to check your answers. Give your answers in note form. Don’t waste time
writing full sentences. Remember you will hear the consultation once only, and you
should write as you listen.

Now look at Question 1. Question 1 has been done for you.
1 Name of the patient and reason for his visit
Name: Joseph

Reason: Experiencing pain in his back / injured his back recently
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2 Notes on the back injury
Age: …………..

3 Personal information about the patient
Interests include:

His profession:

4 Notes on how Joseph hurt his back and what he did

5 Notes on current and previous injuries
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Current injury

Previous injury

6 Treatment offered by Doctor Alan (write true or false)

Didn’t prescribe anything here ………………
Prescribed Nurofen

……………….

Joseph still takes Nurofen

………………..

7 Notes on details of the problem

8 Notes on comments made by Doctor Alan
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9 Result of the examination done by the doctor and suggestions made by
him

Result of the examination:

Suggestions by the doctor:

10 Analgesics prescribed by the doctor

Notes on side effects:
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11 Questions asked by the doctor and the answers given by the patient

Any weight Loss:

Answer:

Does Joseph smoke?

Answer:

END OF PART A

Part B

In this part of the test you will hear a talk on Tetanus and will find out all about
Tetanus. You will hear the talk once only, in sections. As you listen, you must
answer the questions in the spaces provided on the answer paper. Turn over now
and look quickly through Part B. You have one minute to do this.
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You may write as you listen and there will be pauses during the talk for you to
complete your answers and to read the following question. Remember, you will hear
the tape once only and you should write as you listen. Now read Question 1.
Question 1 has been done for you.

PLEASE WRITE CAREFULLY
1 Name of the doctor
Answer: Doctor Lee

The talk is about:
Answer: Tetanus and causes of Tetanus

2 Tetanus is caused by

Notes on C. Tetani

3 Notes on tetani spores
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According to the speaker, tetanus spreads ………….

4 Symptoms of Tetanus include

Other signs include

5 Circle the best answer

1 In recent years tetanus has been fatal in about ……….of reported cases

A 20%
B 10%
C 30%
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2 One of the most common complications is

A Laryngospasm
B Spasm of vocal cords
C Hypertension

3 Spasm of vocal cords can lead to

A Immediate death
B Interference with breathing
C Difficulty in swallowing

4 What can also happen in patients with Laryngospasm?

A Breathing problems
B Can break spine from convulsions
C Only problems in the spine

6 Complete the gaps in the summary
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Diagnosis of ………… is always based on the clinical signs and ……….. It can safely be
said that laboratory ………… cannot be useful as the C. tetani bacteria acts …………. It
usually can’t be recovered from the …….of an ………… who has ……….. It can be
isolated from the ………. of an individual who does not have tetanus.

7 Complete the following table

Tetanus
Bacilli

It lives in
…………

Dangerous kind of injury
involves contamination with

………..

………..

…………

Many other injuries can also
allow ………. to enter the
………..
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People can also get tetanus from
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8 Answer the following questions

1 What should be done if someone steps on a nail in their yard or
somewhere else?

Answer:

2 What does treatment depend on?

Answer:
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3 What does a patient with unknown history of tetanus vaccination need?

Answer:
4 Write notes on a person with a documented series of three tetanus and
diphtheria- containing shots (Td and Tdap):

Answer:

9 Complete the following notes

Neonatal
Tetanus

Form of tetanus that occurs in ……………

Most often through the use of

……….cutting instruments on the ………….. umbilical stump
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Statistics
…………….. is very rare in …………….

But common in many ……………..

It caused more than …………. deaths worldwide each year in the
years 2000 to …………
…………

10 Fill in the gaps

There is no "cure" for ………. once the symptoms start ……………. in a ………….. Only
………………………………….. and ……………… are the best types of treatment. It can be said
that the best "treatment" is prevention through ……………..
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END OF PART B

